
SWITCH BASICS 

Introduction 

One of the most elementary and easy-to-overlook circuit component is the switch. 

 

Switches don’t require any fancy equations to evaluate. All they do is select between an open circuit 

and a short circuit. Simple. But how could we live without buttons and switches!? What good is a 

blinky circuit with no user input? Or a deadly robot with no kill switch? What would our world be 

without with big red buttons you should never, ever press. 

What is a Switch? 

A switch is a component which controls the open-ness or closed-ness of an electric circuit. They allow 

control over current flow in a circuit (without having to actually get in there and manually cut or splice 

the wires). Switches are critical components in any circuit which requires user interaction or control. 

A switch can only exist in one of two states: open or closed. In the off state, a switch looks like an 

open gap in the circuit. This, in effect, looks like an open circuit, preventing current from flowing. 

In the on state, a switch acts just like a piece of perfectly-conducting wire. A short. This closes the 
circuit, turning the system “on” and allowing current to flow unimpeded through the rest of the 

system. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ku2wFaaPAzI
https://dlnmh9ip6v2uc.cloudfront.net/assets/c/5/d/3/d/517eb719ce395f8f17000000.png


 

A circuit diagram with an LED, resistor, and a switch. When the switch is closed, current flows and the 

LED can illuminate. Otherwise no current flows, and the LED receives no power. 

There are tons and tons of switches out there: toggle, rotary, DIP, push-button, rocker, membrane, … 

the list just goes on and on. Each of those switch types has a set of unique characteristics to 

differentiate it from others. Characteristics like what action flips the switch, or how many circuits the 

switch can control. Next up, we’ll go over some of the more basic switch characteristics. 

Defining Characteristics 

Actuation Method 

In order to change from one state to another, a switch must be actuated. That is, some sort of 

physical action must be performed to “flip” the switch’s state. The actuation-method of a switch is one 

of its more defining characteristics. 

https://dlnmh9ip6v2uc.cloudfront.net/assets/1/5/1/f/5/517afd67ce395f2f49000003.gif


 

Some examples of switch types. Push button, rocker, slide, and magnetic. 

Switch actuation can come from pushing, sliding, rocking, rotating, throwing, pulling, key-turning, 

heating, magnetizing, kicking, snapping, licking,…any physical interaction which can cause the 

mechanical linkages inside the switch to come into, or go out of, contact. 

Momentary vs. Maintained 

All switches fall into one of two distinct categories: momentary or maintained. 

Maintained switches – like the light switches on your wall – stay in one state until actuated into a new 

one, and then remain in that state until acted upon once again. These switches might also be 

called toggle or ON/OFF switches. 

Momentary switches only remain active as long as they’re actuated. If they’re not being actuated, 

they remain in their “off” state. You’ve probably got a momentary switch (or 50) right in front of 

you…keys on a keyboard! 

Semantic alert! Most of the switches we refer to as “buttons” fall in the momentary category. 

Activating a button usually means pressing down on it in some manner, which just feels like a 

momentary control. There are such things as amaintained button, but for this tutorial when we slip 

and talk about “buttons”, think “momentary push-down switch”. 

Mounting Style 

https://www.sparkfun.com/products/9190
https://www.sparkfun.com/products/10727
https://www.sparkfun.com/products/9609
https://www.sparkfun.com/products/8642
https://www.sparkfun.com/products/9808
https://dlnmh9ip6v2uc.cloudfront.net/assets/2/6/5/7/e/5181896ece395fba47000000.jpg


As with most components, the termination style of a switch always comes down to either surface 

mount (SMD) or through-hole (PTH). Through-hole switches are usually larger in size. Some might be 

designed to fit in a breadboardfor easy prototyping. 

 

These Tactile buttons are through-hole and fit perfectly in a breadboard. Great for prototyping! 

SMD switches are smaller than their PTH counterparts. They sit flat, on top of a PCB. SMD switches 

usually require a gentle touch, they’re not built to sustain as much switching force as a through-hole 

switch. 

 

The Arduino Pro has two SMD switches: a slide switch for power control, and a push-button for reset 

control. 

Panel mount switches – designed to sit outside an enclosure – are a popular mounting style as well. 

It’s hard to flip a switch when it’s hidden inside an enclosure. Panel mount switches come in all sorts 

of termination styles: PTH, SMD, or heavy-duty solder lugs for soldering to wires. 

https://learn.sparkfun.com/tutorials/how-to-use-a-breadboard
https://www.sparkfun.com/products/10302
https://www.sparkfun.com/products/10915
https://www.sparkfun.com/products/10860
https://www.sparkfun.com/products/8720
https://dlnmh9ip6v2uc.cloudfront.net/assets/d/7/f/d/b/517ebaf2ce395f1f18000002.jpg
https://dlnmh9ip6v2uc.cloudfront.net/assets/e/c/a/0/5/517eba4ece395f2418000002.png


 

A panel mounted illuminated toggle switch. 

 

https://www.sparkfun.com/products/11314
https://dlnmh9ip6v2uc.cloudfront.net/assets/e/6/b/6/e/517ec466ce395f246c000000.jpg
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